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2Watt’s Up

I have looked back at the last few spring
newsletters, and the intro I have written has
tended to have the same theme running
through it. The general gist had been about the
poor weather, muddy airfield and the lack of
flying days over the winter. This year so far has
certainly been a contrast to previous years,
with a relatively dry airfield and temperatures
in double figures for a number of weeks.

Old K13s and new K21s
For as long as I can remember at Lasham, the
primary glider for training pilots up to and
beyond solo standard has been a red and white
K13. They have given great service to the
society for well over forty years, but we have
been well aware for a number of years that

they would not last forever. Over the last four years we have been steadily purchasing
new ASK 21s with the aim of having these as our primary training fleet.

We now have five K21s on the fleet, so the time for changing over to pre-solo training
in the K21 will be with us shortly. At the beginning of April “775” will be back from Jaca,
and changeover will then take place.

The K21 is a very docile training glider with the result that unless the Cof G is near the
aft limit, it won’t actually spin. To ensure that we have suitable gliders on the fleet that
will complete the spinning syllabus, we intend to keep four K13s serviceable. Once the
K21s are the front line training glider, the K13s will be used for trial flights and spin
training.

We have already started to dispose of some K13s, and the first two to go are “L” and
“K”. These two gliders have been purchased by the Black Mountains Gliding Club at
Talgarth.

Spring refresher packages.
For around 15 years we have
offered a spring refresher
package for qualified pilots to
use as a means of getting back
into current practice. We have
decided to change what we
offer this year, and now there
will be two packages available.

Refresher - Option 1
The aerotow and Falke package.
This is aimed at pilots who only
aerotow, and will consist of a
4000ft aerotow for general
handling, stalling, spinning and
a Falke session for field landing
revision.

Refresher - Option 2
This package will also have the Falke and aerotow option, as well as three winch
launches of which two will be launch failures. The winching element of the refresher
package will also include the safe winching briefing, and if the instructor is not happy
that the right level of competency has been achieved, we will then recommend more
training.

The price for each refresher package will be.
Option 1  £75
Option 2  £90

Winches.
In a previous newsletter I talked about the Lasham winching operation, and where we
are going in terms of equipment and the operation.

The new K21B



Reliability has been one of our concerns as the equipment gets older, so a new winch
was ordered in October. You can see from the photo that it’s almost ready for testing
and probably by the time you read this it will be on site at Lasham.

This will give us three winches, and
the aim is to have two out on the
airfield each day during the
summer months. This will then
give us the option to ramp up the
launch rate at short notice during
busy periods.

You need more than winches to
provide a reliable launching
service. Looking at the retrieve
vehicles we realized that some of
the Toyotas were not fit for
purpose.  So now there are three
nice shiny new ones for retrieving
the cables.

Training and licenses for motor gliders.
In my previous magazine article I talked about the training options for gaining a rating
to fly a Touring Motor Glider on an EASA license. All the training that’s required to add
this rating to a license has to be done under either an Approved training Organisation
or a Declared Training Organisation, and I can now confirm that the BGA has now added
TMG approval to their DTO. So what’s involved in adding a TMG rating to an EASA
LAPL(s) or SPL?

Reading the minimum requirements that are listed in the CAP 804, you could be led
to believe that you can complete the training and test in around seven hours flying.
From my experience in training pilots to fly the motorglider this is probably not the
case, as the training syllabus that has to be completed is not too dissimilar to the NPPL.
The BGA have produced their training record and this can be found on their website
at https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/training-organisation/bga-dto-spl-lapls-
tmg-extension-course-programme/

We have five instructors who can deliver this training and testing and a Falke
motor-glider that is perfect for this kind of training. If you fancy adding this rating to
your license then come and have a chat with me.

What’s on at Lasham in 2019

Advanced courses
Going solo is just the first step on the path to becoming a qualified glider pilot, and at
Lasham we realise that people need help and encouragement at this early stage of
their flying to gain the ratings, qualifications and experience beyond solo. This is where
our advanced courses come in, as they start at the solo to bronze level, and cater for
all aspects of training up to and including cross-country and competition training.

All the information about the course dates is on our web-site at
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0118/6842/files/2019_year_planner.pdf?467304
8001143346405

If you want to have a chat about which course is right for you then come and find me,
or to book your place, just give the office a call. Once again we will be running two
advanced cross country courses. G Dale will be running one in April and Merv Saunders
will run the other in July. Once again call the office to book your place.

Two seater cross-country training
Weekend cross-country training is organised through the bookable COMPASS system.
From April until September one of the Lasham high performance two-seaters will be
allocated to the weekend COMPASS list, and experienced cross-country pilots will act
as P1 to show people how it’s done. To book go to www.lashambookings.co.uk and
click on COMPASS bookings.

Midweek cross-country training is arranged through the flying staff, so if the weather
looks good and you fancy doing some cross country training during the week in a Duo
Discus XLT give us a call and we will try to arrange it.
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Aerobatics
For those of you that would like to see the world from unusual attitudes we have a
number of instructors who are qualified to teach both the basic positive “G”
manoeuvres and also the advanced stuff where you hang in the straps.

Training is usually arranged on an informal basis with one of the instructors/examiner,
so if this interests you, then I suggest you contact either Colin Short, Will Jones, Bruce
Cooper, Roger Barber, Charles Baker and Ed Lockhart.

Competitions at Lasham
This year we are running the Std, 15metre and Open Nationals and a Regionals from
3 - 11 of August. The Regionals will be limited to 40 entries and club members will be
offered places first before the list is opened up to the wider gliding community.

A readable version of the annual planner is available just by clicking on the picture
above.

Currency in the air and on the ground
For many of us gliding is not just the only sport or activity that we do and remaining
current at any activity is vital to ensure your competency at it. We all know that the
more flying we do during the season, the less we have to think about what’s happening
and the more spare mental capacity we have.

The same is true at the launch-point, and for many the launching operation can be an
unfamiliar place, because the last time they got involved in the ground operation was
when they were learning to fly.

Lack of currency in the launch-point operation presents a different kind of challenge
for us as supervising instructors. We see lots of issues during the spring period of
experienced members making some basic errors.

The three most common errors are:
� Handling the second cable when the first is still being pulled in
� Holding the wings of the glider level while someone is still hooking on
� Attaching the cable to the wrong hook

If you are one of those pilots who only helps at the launch-point once in a blue moon,
then please be aware that you are definitely un-current!

So we know your back

This reminder is something that I tend to repeat each year, because at some point I
will be at Lasham late into the evening trying to find out if someone is actually back
from a cross-country flight.

We have a simple system of leaving your trailer door open when you are airborne, and
then closing it when you return. It’s really important that you carry out this procedure,
if you have your glider in a private hangar or leave it parked out.

C��in Wat�
CFI Lasham Gliding Society
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Alan Derek Piggott was born 27  December 1922
in Chadwell Heath,Essex, the son of the Rev
William Piggott and Alice Harvey. His father was a
conscientious objector in the First World War, led
the rent strike against London County Council after
the war and was a frequent speaker at Hyde Park.
When his mother died, the family moved to
Sutton,Surrey, where Derek attended Sutton
County School. When he left school he became a
trainee scientific instrument maker.

He had been an active aeromodeller and helped to form the Sutton Model Aircraft
Club. After WW2 he was selected to be a member of the winning British Wakefield
Cup team, a prestigious aero modelling competition held that year in Akron, Ohio.

From the age of four, after a flight in an Avro 504, flying was Derek’s life. He
volunteered for the RAF as aircrew in 1942, trained in Canada and was commissioned
in 1943. After months of waiting on a Lancaster Bomber station at Witchford, near
Ely, he volunteered for glider operations which promised immediate action. He did
his conversion training on to troop-carrying
gliders before being posted to India to No.668
Glider Squadron. He was detached to No.267
Squadron for four weeks as second pilot on
Dakotas flying supply operations over the
front lines in Burma. After a spell instructing
Indian pilots at Jodhpur, Derek flew patrols in
Austers, during the unrest caused by Partition
in 1947, often taking off from narrow roads.
He returned to England in 1947 and was
posted to the Central Flying School as an
instructor of instructors. He became an A1
CFS instructor, the highest RAF qualification
for a flying instructor. This involved flying and
teaching on many types of aircraft including

multi-engined aircraft and early
Meteor and Vampire jets.

Derek was selected for the Empire
Test Flying School, but high tone
deafness caused by long hours in noisy
aircraft debarred him. This was a
common condition among
experienced pilots. The rules were
later relaxed, but too late for Derek.
Instead he went to the RAF Gliding
School in Detling as chief instructor.

Although an unspectacular achievement, his systematic sequence of exercises in
dual-controlled gliders greatly improved the safety of gliding. In 1953 Derek Piggott
received the Queen’s Commendation for work on developing and introducing new
instructional techniques for gliding in the Air Training Corps. S&G page 190 He was
particularly proud of his monograph Sub-gravity sensations and gliding accidents,
which identified why some pilots panicked and flew vertically into the ground.

After a visit from Wally Kahn, he left the RAF in 1953 and became the Chief Flying
Instructor at Lasham Airfield, where he remained, with occasional breaks for filming,
until 1989.

Remarkable pilot
If merely judged on the 154 types of powered aircraft and 170 types of glider that he
had flown, Derek Piggott can be rated as a remarkable pilot. If it had wings,he flew it:
from the Bristol Boxkite to four-engined bombers and jets. However Derek Piggott is
best known throughout the world as a glider pilot and instructor. While working as a
stunt pilot for films,he probably exceeded the nine lives traditionally attributed to
cats, surviving through his flying skills and an ability to think quickly under pressure.

In 1955, he set a British gliding altitude record in a violently turbulent thunderstorm
in Imperial College’s Skylark 2 . As it climbed, the glider became heavily coated with

Derek Piggott MBE 1922 - 2019

I have reproduced the obituary
from Sailplane & Gliding with
some modifications. I had it
ready a few years ago at the
insistence of Wally Kahn, who
provided some material. I have
added stories by other pilots. An
event later in the year is being
planned to mark  his passing.

https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/bga-sg-archive/Sailplane+&+Gliding+1955+to+2000+-+274+mags+9.32GB/Volume+8+No+4+Aug+1957.pdf


ice, which periodically jammed the controls. There was also a risk that lightning would
fuse every control rod and cable. After experiencing severe electric shocks , he decided
to descend, but this proved impossible even with full airbrakes.  Maintaining control
with only turn & slip and air-speed indicators, he reached over 25,000ft. With no
oxygen, he was barely conscious when he found descending air.

In 1959, the Daily Mail sponsored a race from London to Paris on the anniversary of
Bleriot’s flight across the Channel. Derek crossed the channel twice in gliders, once in
an Olympia 419 which he soared from Deal to the outskirts of Paris, and once while
being towed in a primary glider. Because the primary was easily de-rigged, it was the
only aircraft to do the whole distance from Marble Arch to the Arc de Triomphe.

During an aerobatic flight in a Bocian with a pupil, the rear canopy blew off, hitting
the tail-plane and disabling the glider. The pupil jettisoned the front canopy, which

hit Derek in the rear seat and embedded itself in the wing. They lost height rapidly.
Derek was puzzled by the pupil’s delay in exiting, but the pupil finally baled out. Derek,
after battling with ‘g’ forces, managed to escape after the glider inverted. His
parachute opened at 500 feet. He later learned that the pupil had removed his
expensive sunglasses and placed them in his pocket before jumping. After a cup of
tea and calls to the Air Accident Investigation Branch and the police, Derek climbed
into another glider and continued instructing on the course.

Films
Derek was occasionally employed for feature films as a stunt pilot and technical
adviser. He had a great ‘camera sense’, knowing which manoeuvres would look
impressive and accurately positioning the aircraft to appear in each shot. He was able
to say whether a shot would work after the rehearsals and suggest an alternative if it
did not. For dog-fight sequences he advised fellow pilots to move in behind the other
aircraft until they were scared, and then close in a little  more.

For Darling Lilli in 1968, he was responsible for the majority of the designs of six replica
SE5A aircraft and for supervising their construction in a period of nine weeks and so
worked 17-hour days for this period. They were completed just days before simulated
dog-flights. He also advised on the construction of several of the early aircraft
re-created for use in Those Magnificent Men in Their Flying Machines in 1964. For
some types he had to rediscover how to fly them safely and he had a number of narrow
escapes. Some of these replicas were barely flyable until Derek trimmed them to make
them controllable and tolerably stable.

For Chitty Chitty Bang Bang in 1967, he was required to fly in a copy of a 1910  Lebaudy
airship. It was reported to be almost uncontrollable. He hastened to the library of the
Royal Aeronautical Society and read all he could. Malcolm Brighton and Derek
managed to get the airship airborne briefly, before hitting the ground and breaking
the propeller. They then bounced up into 132,000 volt cables. They were reluctant to
jettison all the expensive helium and so, when they landed again, a light breeze was
sufficient to send them through another set of power wires, before they eventually
dumped the gas. The airship was written off in a storm shortly afterwards..
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With Imperial College’s Skylark 2. (The holes in the fin are not visible)



Using his experience of a crash in an Indian paddy field after engine failure, Derek
deliberately crashed an aircraft for Villa Rides on a river bank while flying towards a
cliff. He stopped it from 55mph in 10 yards by making the undercarriage collapse. His
major concern had been the cliff, which made the stunt more dangerous and yet it
was never seen in the finished film.

In The Blue Max Derek was the only stunt pilot to agree to fly for a scene in which the
two rivals challenge each other to fly beneath the spans of a bridge. The two replica
Fokker Dr.I  triplanes had four feet of clearance on each side when passing through
the narrower span. They had limited manoeuvrability and insufficient power to pull
up over the bridge if the flight-path began to go adrift. Derek took the role of both
pilots. He placed two poles beyond the bridge and by aligning them on the approach,
he could fly down the centre-line of the span. Because of the need for multiple takes
of both aircraft from various angles, he flew the wider span of the bridge 15 times
and 18 times through the narrower span.
YouTube from 1:18:10

In 9 November 1961, flying Southampton University’s Man-Powered Aircraft
(SUMPAC), Derek covered over 64 metres, becoming the first person to make an
officially authenticated take-off and flight in a man-powered aircraft. Having spent

much time and money, the university wanted a pilot rather than an athlete for the
first few flights. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f6M9K98So0o

For television programmes in 1973, and again in 1985, he flew a replica of the first
heavier-than air aircraft at the site that Sir George Cayley had used in 1853 in
Brompton Dale, Yorkshire. Cayley had named the oar-like main control as the
‘influencer’, which Derek said was a serious exaggeration.

Despite his adventures, we
should not overlook Derek’s
greatest achievement,which was
to make gliding safer. His
structured progress cards,
instructor courses and defined
weather limits for inexperienced
pilots probably saved many lives.
Whenever he got into any glider
he had not flown before, any
ground observer would notice a
series of strange manoeuvres as
he tried out its handling and
spinning.

He tested every new type of glider for the BGA. At the time many CFIs were agents
for the manufacturers.. Derek refused offers to ensure his independence. Notably he
reported  the very low stick forces and marginal pitch stability of the original version
of the Schempp-Hirth Mini-Nimbus and required an anti-balance tab before it could
be sold here. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wAbs0l8L9SQ

Derek wrote eight books on gliding, including his autobiography, Delta Papa,and was
the guest speaker at many events throughout the world. The first book, Gliding, is
now in the 8th edition. Some of his books have been translated into German and
Japanese.
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Derek Piggott flying a Fokker Dr.I triplane through the narrower span of the bridge
at Carrigabrick in Co Cork for the Blue Max in 1965

Flying the Cayley glider

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lO3BOgbPp1c&index=2&list=PLrCMdKLeIKnpYG8GJAT8afvDe9vSAdFGY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f6M9K98So0o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wAbs0l8L9SQ


He married Myfanwy Joy
Rowlands in 1949, but they
separated.  Myfanwy died in
July 2014. They had a
daughter, Julia, the founder
and artistic director of
Pyramid of Arts, who also
died in 2014, and a son,
Robert, currently a
schoolmaster.

Derek’s partner for many
years, Maria Boyd, a teacher
of dyslexic children, also
survives him.

Derek was regarded as a warm person, keenly interested in anyone who wanted to
fly. He took immense trouble with his pupils and had huge patience in diagnosing
faults and explaining techniques. I also remember him as permanently cheerful with
an uncanny knack of spotting a problem from the other end of the airfield.

In 1987 Derek Piggott was awarded the MBE for services to gliding. In 2007 the Royal
Aero Club awarded him their Gold Medal – the highest award for aviation in the UK.
Also  in 2007, the Royal Aeronautical Society appointed Derek an Honorary Companion
of the Society. In 2008 he was awarded the Lilienthal Gliding Medal by the Fédération
Aéronautique Internationale for outstanding service over many years to the sport of
gliding. He continued flying up to his 90th birthday, and regularly thereafter, but no
longer as pilot in command.

Derek Piggott enjoyed a very full and happy life for 96 years and passed away on 6
January 2019, with Maria at his side, in the Princess Alice Hospice having suffered a
severe stroke on 15 December 2018. Up until then, he was fiercely independent, still
drove, and recently visited (and flew) at Lasham.
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Derek with Maria Boyd

Flying Prince Philip 1957. L-R: DP, HRH,
John Neilan, Ann and Lorne Welch
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1964. When my turn came up,  Derek was my instructor.  As I was getting strapped
into the T.21, someone came up, looked at me with a serious expression, and said "you
are about to get the best instruction in the country, if not in the world".  I was lucky.

These were to be my first three instructional flights, so I thought Derek would be doing
nearly all the flying. Never was anyone so wonderfully disabused! "We will do the first
launch together".  I was to have my hands & feet on the controls and follow his
movements.  Derek started to explain about balancing the glider on the main wheel
during the ground run. "Ah" he said, with a touch of regret in his voice - an opportunity
to demonstrate something denied - "we're already airborne". Then came the gentle
initial climb, the transition to full climb, the end of the launch, the releasing of the
cable. "Pull twice hard" . Next the demonstration of the effects of the controls, ending
with the rudder, Derek applying a veritable bootfull with the wings level, and saying
"you might have thought we were turning, but" (after centralising the rudder) "nothing
happens". The demonstration of a turn, but, before turning, lookout, Derek saying
"collision is the one thing in gliding that really is lethal". Then I flew straight and level
(well, more or less), then a turn. Lookout, stick and rudder to the left "That's enough
bank!" from Derek. I cannot remember whether he prompted me to get the approach
speed or took over to demonstrate the landing, for which I was to be "hands on" to
follow his movements. There followed the approach, Derek talking through the initial
check, further nose up movements so as to "keep it flying, until"... (as we touched)...
"it lands in spite of you".

For the  third  landing , Derek had said "This time, you will have control for the landing,
but I will tell you when to make the initial check". I think Derek had taken control to
set up a good approach, but I certainly had control for the latter part of the approach,
and, as we got near the ground, Derek said "Ready for the initial check...now!"! I made
the initial check, not quite enough. "Hold off!....hold off!!....HOLD OFF!!!" I understood
what had to be done, and was following his prompts, slightly too little each time, and
then we touched. "Oh well", said Derek, "that was near perfect".

I was to fly with Derek on a few later occasions.  However, nothing will surpass that
first "turn of three". Good grounding in any skill is an enormous asset.  As Neville Shute
wrote, some people are born lucky.

Charles Elsden (ex-instructor)

I was CFI at Camphill  for a period when Derek was invited to come and give one of
his talks and fly with our members. We had a club flying manager at the time and he
was worrying about how to tackle Derek on the subject of a “check flight”. His argument
went along the lines, “You cannot challenge the great man, he’s flown here before and
made record breaking flights from the club! It would be an affront to this reputation!”
On the other hand I said, "Times have changed. He has not flown here for some time
and we expect visiting pilots to be “refreshed”.”

We all duly assembled at the launch point: gliders, CFI, manager, Derek and members.
The important question yet to be posed! Derek, who I would imagine has been in this
position many times before, turned to me and with the manager present in his quiet
and gentle manner asked, “It’s a long time since I flew here. Can I have a site
re-familiarisation check please!” The manager, who had a glider at the front of the
queue ready to fly, quickly took Derek away and got in the glider with him. I lost my
one and only chance to fly with Derek, but in that brief encounter learned a great deal
from him.

Dave Martin



One of the proudest moments in my
life was initiating, organising (with Phil
Phillips' help) and participating in the
fly-past by 36 gliders and tugs over the
Solent to commemorate the 50th
annniversary of D-Day in 1994. All the
gliders were two-seaters, and a few
weeks before the event, I was very
honoured when Derek agreed to join
me as P2 in the lead glider (K-13 'P'). It
was a very thermic and gusty day, so
we shared much of the flying en route

to relieve the strain, and to enable each of us to absorb the view, and the atmosphere.
As we proceeded at low level above the large fleet of vessels awaiting inspection,
keeping the rope taught was quite a challenge, and I'll never forget the moment when
we were buffeted by what appeared to be a large fart emerging from the QE2's funnel,
just as we passed overhead. The familiar high voice from behind me warned 'You'll
break the rope... you'll break the rope...'  But we and the rest of the formation
proceeded into smoother air with ropes intact.

I benefited greatly from his knowledge and perceptiveness, and also saw how
sensitively he dealt with the aftermath of sometimes sad situations. On a lighter note,
I remember standing with him when a single seater was being aerotowed from the
other side of the airfield. “His ailerons aren't connected” said Derek, just as the distant
speck achieved lift-off. It then flopped to the ground undamaged, but I am sure a 'quiet
word' was had shortly thereafter.

Although occasionally distracted by the presence of American visitors or pretty ladies,
Derek was very much an energetic, hands-on CFI. He spent many hours both in the air
and on his feet running the show, and I believe he was used as a one-man test bed for
Tuff Boots (a hard-wearing industrial brand from the 50s and 60s). They were meant
to last for years, I understand  Derek wore them out in a matter of weeks or months.

My favourite memory of DP was towards the last days of his wooden chalet. One day
the Living Legend invited two of us back into his hut. I was surprised at how tatty it
was inside but tea was made and the talk invariably mentioned gliders… lots of gliders!
And at every single glider name we came up with… no matter how obscure… DP would
gently volunteer at least two or three points about it that I’d never heard before!

Conversation went something like this: “Oh the old Hartzflugal MZ81b… yes… I test-flew
the ‘b’ version…. the ‘a’ was a prototype… terrible… the rudder pedals had to be
changed and there was a tendency to bunt above ninety knots… in the end they had
to redesign the mid fuselage… there was a panel you had to open from the inside to
adjust the elevator cable tension. I spent a couple of days with the new designer… a
chap called Kurt Kranz… they had to bring him in specially to sort it out… charming
wife… and we made a few alterations. His  ‘c’ version was a lot better…”  and so on.

It was like that with every single aircraft we mentioned… and not all of them were
gliders! To him we were just two nobodies really, but DP seemed quite happy to talk
to us for as long as we wanted. The guy was a complete walking encyclopaedia. How
I wish I could remember even a tenth of what he told us. Wish I’d recorded it!

Geoff Martin
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Bob with DP just before D-Day flight

Derek in his
natural habitat
with Roy Cross at
the 2010
Regionals.



11A trip to Hay Bluff

When I was a kid, we used to live in Bristol. The very
first mountain that I walked up was Hay Bluff in the
Black Mountains. I was 14. That was in 1973. I still
remember the smell of the peaty gorse and heather.
That first adventure in the hills remains as a treasure
in my box of memories. A lot of life has happened since
then. I’ve climbed and walked up a lot of mountains.
For a long time, I’ve wondered what it would be like
to fly to Hay Bluff. On Friday 31 August I found out.

It was just another good day off the 2018 production
line. Not a classic though – with a late start and early
finish; 10-13kt winds from the South-East, with grot
and showers coming up from France in the afternoon,
but decent conditions in the meanwhile.

David Masson (birthday boy) also confirmed this and
said Wales looked good. It looked okay for around
400km. I launched when it got soarable just after

10.40 and started at 10.50.  It looked a bit broken and ordinary, and I soon found myself
down to 1800’ over the A34.

There were clouds – but they were the painted-on type rather than being propped up
by anything like a thermal. I was joined about here by a hooligan in 946 and an ASG-29.
We were all just floating around and certainly weren’t going up! Before long, the gaggle
split and I ran towards Swindon.

It wasn’t much good at Swindon either, to be honest, with short, ordinary climbs that
I soon rejected, and shouldn’t have taken in the first place. Conditions weren’t very
good, so, for no particular reason, I just kept on going, and consequently, I was soon
down to 2000’ passing Aston Down. But I kept on running.

Finally, my luck changed and I hit a nice solid 4kt climb coming off Stroud that was in
wind-shadow. Irritatingly, I lost it well short of cloud base, which was about 4000’
above Lasham. However, I pressed on and was rewarded with an excellent couple of

strong climbs to take me, finally, to cloud-base west of Gloucester at around 4500’.
Now it all began to look quite good, with 4/8th or 5/8th well-formed cumulus.

I took a really nice climb near
Ross-on-Wye. Here I noticed a
glider coming in well below me.
I found out later by looking on
the Ladder that it was Damian
from Parham in his Shark. This
is what he had to say;
“Crossing the Seven valley and
on to Ross-on-wye was during a
dead cycle. Arrived there at
2500' and fortunately someone
who knew what they were
doing showed me a good climb
south of Ross-on-Wye”.

I have to confess that at the
time, I certainly didn’t feel like
someone who knew what they
were doing. I began to become

aware of the higher and higher ground looking up to my left. Dramatic! Conditions
were hazier and much lower here though, and I flew through veils of cloud that trailed
down below 3000’, which wasn’t encouraging as Hay Bluff is 2200’ high.

Now I was closing in on the Black Mountains! The wind was SSE – so there was little
chance of any wave to shoot me down. I was trying to figure out how to get to the
turn, as I didn’t have much in the way of clearance. This took ages, as it was soggy and
not at all obvious what to do. I should have realised much sooner that with the wind
aligned along the mountain ridge, lift was also highly likely to align along it too!
Eventually, the need to push in closer to the turn point caused me to blunder into the
strong lift that, sure enough, was right along the ridge line running into the TP. So that
was 15 minutes wasted. Twit!

Martin Roberts currently flies a
DG-800b '44'. Has 1000 hours
plus the Diamond Badge. He
started gliding at Essex GC at
North Weald in 1987. He spent
many years at Southdown GC ,
then had a 10 year lay off, but
has been settled at Lasham
since 2012.



I contacted a bumpy 4kt just S of the peak and got my camera out to take a
self-congratulatory video. Video on iCloud The fragrance of the air here once again
was peaty gorse and heather. Like a fine single malt. Delightful.

The wind was going to drift me right over the turn all I had to do was sit there and
enjoy. So, I did. What a view! Wonderful! Hay Bluff! I’d spent 30 years in gliding thinking
about this, and it was as good as I thought it was going to be. Then it got better….

The climb continued through 3500’ half in, half out of cloud. Just when I was reflecting
on how lucky I was to be here, I popped out of the side of the cloud and saw this;

Humbled and small, I set off North-East towards Long Mynd through a good-looking
sky. We have a bit of a thing at Lasham about going the Mynd, don’t we? It seems
pretty far – but the out and return distance is just 390km. I was conscious that I was
going a bit too slowly – an old (and bad) habit of mine. (Ed: Go to Mynd North to make
it a 400)

I turned the Mynd at about 1350 at 4500’. Rupert Bear would have loved this. Heading
SE, the sky now began to look at little empty. It got emptier. Climbs were contacted

but didn’t deliver. The wind wasn’t the problem – the problem was the thermals
breaking up, causing me to break off and run for better things. Often.

It was all a bit of a trial as for miles and miles I could not find the strong lift I was looking
for. Remember the film Forrest Gump? His sweetheart Jenny tells him, “If you’re ever
in trouble, don’t be brave. Just run, OK?” Mindful of Jenny’s advice, I ran and ran, taking
chance after chance.

Eventually, at Tewkesbury, I felt my luck had run out; Down to 2000’ with nothing
ahead, I had to take a weakish climb. This one turned into 5kt and, to my relief, it didn’t
break up. So, I took it back to 4500’ right overhead Tewkesbury Cathedral. Beautiful.
Sometimes it pays to not be brave!

There were vast gaps ahead – and I was heading into wind. After the experience of the
last hour or so – I had doubts about whether I could get home engine-free. Perhaps
the day was dying early??? I could see something off-track to the left miles beyond
Cheltenham; broken high cu. The sky was more or less empty except for these clouds,
so that’s where I had to go. Had to use every inch of those 18 metre wings though.

At Northleach, after a long smooth run through a cloudless sky, there was a haze cap,
but I had to search for ages to find its 6kt core. In the climb I spied more cloud far to
the south near Swindon, but it would mean an encounter with the Brize zone. This
climb was so good that I had the height to fly over the top.

Widely scattered high cu now. There were clouds on the north side of the inactive
Redlands zone. Dimly to the south, I could see a much darker and filled-in sky. I am not
a smart man – but I know what a bad sky is. After 4pm now I needed to push on to try
and beat what looked like a rapidly decaying situation.

I could see a dark patch in a long edge of grey cloud far to the south near Hungerford
which was brightly illuminated. That had to be going up! It was a long run, and in my
old 15 metre DG200, I wouldn’t have made it. But if I had been in my old glider, I
wouldn’t have attempted a flight like this, and if I had I would have landed out at
Malvern or something hideous like that. My DG800 got me to the dark edge with plenty
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to spare. The edge duly
produced a rather
delicious steady 4kt to
5000’. More than
enough, you’d think….

My variometer said I
had an easy glide back
to Lasham. Easily
persuaded – I set off at
80kt. Straight into sink
and rain! Now the sky
was black and I was
losing out in the
rain/sink! This went on

for what seemed like miles. It actually was miles!

By Overton I was down to 2300’. I just couldn’t see how that could possibly be enough
height into wind in the rain. But the variometer told me I had plenty! Then the rain
stopped. I just hoped it would stop raining long enough. But now doubt was back in
my mind again. Was I going to get home safely? I didn’t know… I could have bottled it
and pulled up the engine – but I thought, no, sod it!

I thought to myself – why have I bought this posh expensive GPS vario from those nice
NavBoys if I am not going to believe it? So, I pressed on into the murk at 60kt… I’ve
never been so low on a final glide – not even in a comp. West of Basingstoke it seemed
ridiculous – I couldn’t even see Lasham.

I crossed the M3 at 1200’ which just felt silly. But that pesky vario kept telling me that
I had 500’ in hand!

Down to 800’ now…. Just when I was starting to think that stupid is as stupid does, I
spotted the west end of the main runway poking out from behind the trees. Only now,
right at the end, after more than 400km and 6 hours of flying, did I realise that I was
going to make it. Yes – I DID have plenty in hand!

I was able to join the circuit at 600’ in a standard fashion on the NW side and then
sweetly take it around, down and in…. I landed, lifted the canopy and whooped!!! Those
last 5 minutes had gotten my attention!

What a lovely flight! What an adventure! Not my ‘best’, not my furthest, and not my
fastest – but so what? It’s only about fun, challenge and enjoyment, isn’t it? This flight
had it all. What was it Mama Gump used to say? It applies to gliding; “you never know
what you are gonna get…”

13A trip to Hay Bluff

End of the day



14Vintage News

The second hangar is now fully operational apart from the electrical circuitry and
lighting which are nearing completion.  So one truly major project has almost crossed
the finishing line and the GHC moves onto the next!  This is the construction of a large
workshop. Current details we can share are:-

� A great deal of preliminary planning has been going on.
� We’ve identified the site which has had initial approval from the LGS CoM.
� Not finalised but looks like we’re going for 24m x 12m.
� The project will almost certainly go ahead in stages with the first stage the construc-

tion of the building shell. Possibly this will kick off in the summer as we will probably
have the needed funding in place by then. However, there are more planning and
approval hurdles to overcome before we can start.

� The further stages of kitting out the workshop will be dependent on funding.
Expected to be expensive as we will need to meet building regulations and health
and safety standards. We already have significant donation pledges and expect to
start a fund-raising drive in the spring.

You might ask what is the rationale for the workshop? Well:-
a.) Lots of routine maintenance including CofAs to do on GHC owned gliders.

Space in the current VGC workshop is limited and there is good demand
for it. The GHC has no priority plus the VGC workshop can get very cold in
the winter. Doing maintenance/CofAs in either of the 2 GHC hangars is
disruptive to normal operations.

b.) The GHC has a number of major restoration projects pending. Front of the
queue getting the Laisser Kaufmann TG4 and Spalinger S21h flying again.

c.) Enabling the general public visitors to the GHC to see
maintenance/restoration work being carried out.

d.) Providing a national facility where maintenance and above all restoration
skills can be passed on. The BGA is very supportive on this.

Plan view of interior



Additions to the GHC fleet
Thanks to Peter Purdie for do-
nating his 1963 Zugvogel 3b to
the GHC. (left) This needs a Co-
fA and we expect to see it flying
in the spring.

We’re also expecting a Bergfal-
ke 2 two seater to arrive from
Germany in the spring, donated
by Reiner Karch. Both the glider
and its trailer are believed to be
in very good condition but the
glider will need a very detailed
inspection as we understand it
hasn’t flown for a number of
years.

Dates for the diary
� Saturday the 17 August, provisionally the start of the vintage task week run by

the GHC.  A somewhat earlier start than usual so fingers crossed on the
weather.

� VGC National Rally at Sutton Bank 25 – 31 May. The GHC will likely take at
least 2 gliders, one almost certainly being the Foka 4 as this is the site where
it came from donated by Leslie Nicholson.

� 47 VGC International Rally at Tibenham, Norfolk, 27 July to 3 August. The GHC
should have a good presence and I’d expect enthusiastic support from Lasham
VGC members. A fair trail from Lasham, 3 ½ - 4 hours usually, but a lot shorter
than Sutton Bank!

OK, I’m finishing this article on Saturday 2 February. 8 inches of snow at Lasham after
Friday’s deluge, Paul Haliday reckons in places a foot! Basingstoke virtually cut off for
a time!
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ASG29 - pure glider - as new

Immaculate ASG29 18m, complete outfit, built 2012 - just 300hr/122 flights. Factory
finish in 2 pack inc reprofile, and conspicuity in red. LX9000Flarm + LED, ATR833,
CVA vario, rest = Winter. (Choice of kt+ft or km/hr and metres +form One)

Fuselage flush Strobl solar c/w automatic dual charger OS4. leather interior. tail tank.
Esa Y TE probe + spare. Proper Cobra trailer with EU cert, hydraulic ramp +twin gas
struts. Cloud dancers, Cobra no-lifting tow bar, water kit, usual etc. ARC to end July
2019. Hangared/stored indoors Parham private hangar. €110000 aka £100k offers
considered!   I'd be happy to negotiate a friendlier price to a local who didn't mess
about - and easy terms to a properly run club which wished to ease cash flow.

Steve Thompson twingo999@gmail.com

Important notice

2EE have to satisfy a number of regulators about the security of their operation at
Lasham, and after more pictures were posted on Facebook we need to remind you of
a couple of things. Photographs should not be taken of any of the commercial or private
jets on the airfield. Also, the area leased to 2EE at the east of the airfield is out of bounds
to the public and members.  Stay on the peri track if you are driving , cycling or walking
past their operation unless a temporary diversion is in place. Please pass this
information on to any family members who have access to the airfield.

Also, please ensure any guests you want to take airside are brought to the office first
to sign the safety notes and are then accompanied by you at all times.

Peter Purdie’s Zugvogel 3b

mailto:twingo999@gmail.com
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This story, true in every way,
features one of our tugs but
without the gliding input I might
not be here writing it up for you.
Prompted by the two K21 and
K13 gliders flipped over and
written off by a strong gusting
wind in 2015, I felt I should
recount a battle I had some
years ago with the power of the
wind and as they say, I learnt
about flying from that. The
passing of Derek Piggott has
prompted me to publish this.

Read my tale and be critical because that means you would do things differently and
those thoughts may save you from an accident. I would not try it again. This is what
happened.

Our Pawnee tug had a lengthy winter C of A but was ready for its air test in March. I
gave it a good inspection, taxied out and at first all seemed well. The mag tests seemed
odd and I found the left mag was not earthed so it was always live. This is dangerous
so I went back to the hangar. Next time it was back to the hangar because by opening
the clear vision panel , I could change the ASI; This is usually caused by a leak in the
static pressure tubing. Next time the weather allowed most tests, but not the timed
climb to 5000 feet (Ed: QNH!).

At last the forecast promised clear skies but strong winds. Saturday at 0730: blue sky
and a westerly wind with a bit of North in it, the early morning course had a couple of
K13s out, so I started the DI. That done, I saw the K13s coming back to the hangar so
I asked why. I was told that it was too rough for students and they did not have enough
people to keep the gliders safe on the ground.

Three weeks had passed, and this was the fourth attempt at getting the timed climb
done. The Pawnee is no lightweight glider, Pawnees do not like flying much, they sit
firmly on the ground ignoring gusts and crosswinds, but perhaps not every day as I was

soon to find out. The clear blue sky lured me on, I was mindful that the previous delays
may have been influencing my decision but I was keen to go.

So I went. Taxying out from the tug hangar onto the airfield the strength of the wind
was amazing, I wanted to turn left but rudder and wheel-brake combined could not
overcome the wind from the right that was pressing on the fin and rudder. I carried
on without turning and reached the runway so throttled back and let the wind swing
the aircraft into wind. I then had a mile of runway behind me and just 400 yards ahead.
Normally a really daft way to go flying but I was confident it would be OK.

Lycoming six cylinder engines have 2 steel weights, often called balls, on their
crankshafts and require an unhurried throttle action to allow these to settle in their
ideal position to smooth out vibrations. My steady throttle action immediately removed
any lingering doubts about runway length and replaced them with serious doubts about
what the hell was I doing here at all.

Take-off was instant, the rate of climb astonishing, and the turbulence alarming. Once
I passed the end of the runway I ran into what was probably rotor, the climb stopped,
the shaking got worse but then we were through it and it just became a very rough
day. Normally you can start a timed climb at 500 feet but not that day. The hard part
then became getting upwind enough to avoid airspace issues but that went OK so it
was stopwatch on, note time every 500ft, keep the speed steady and climb. You have
to worry about the CHT (cylinder head temperature); it must not get too hot .

Long climbs are nerve wracking because you cannot see ahead and the aim is not to
turn. The whole climb takes around 10 minutes and if you are happy to rumble along
in your glider without looking where you are going for 10 minutes, I suggest counselling
and good life insurance. I completed the climb and watched the CHT. It must not cool
rapidly, so I eased back slowly back on the power. A few steep turns to descend showed
just how strong the wind was. If I had to point it into wind and descend at 80kt just to
stay over the same spot until it was time to hurtle downwind to Lasham.

I had a plan for landing: start high, no flaps as this can improve aileron response and
no worries about flap limiting speeds, and aim for a touchdown near the clubhouse
out near the runway. It was very rough on a high downwind leg, and I tried hard to

Our Pawnee



keep the attitude correct and ignored the wildly wavering ASI I began the approach
and was working hard to keep the wings level.

As I got down to roughly twice the height of the trees, I lost control of the aeroplane.
Full left aileron and the thing was still rolling right. A boot full of left rudder was no
help, and if you think about it, right wing down and full left rudder is how to perform
a perfect sideslip. I definitely did not want a sideslip perfect or not, and the ground
was coming up fast. What to do now?

Think of Derek Piggott of course!  DP had unknowingly already told me what to do!
Did you know that Derek once landed a K13 in the field on the north side of Avenue
Road? He told me how it happened. It was a windy day and it was getting very rough.
He told his pupil to aim for a hangar landing. The pupil was coping pretty well until the
glider rolled right and was not responding to left stick. Derek told me that he said “I
have it” quicker than he ever had before, immediately centred the controls, shut the
airbrakes and changed the sideslip into a steep turn. Luckily he had not quite reached
the big elm trees that lined Avenue Road but obviously crossed the road which allowed
him to get the wings level and begin a left turn which quickly became a field landing.

“That’s the way to do it” I told the Pawnee as I shoved on full power. What about the
balls you ask? Mine were more important than the crankshaft’s at that moment! As I
climbed away my thoughts turned to Plan B which turned out to be only slightly better
than Plan A. This time I was going to land exactly into wind in the middle of the centre
triangle away from trees and hangars. I kept my climbing turn going, the wind took me
back over the trees but I was about 800ft when I began the next approach.

This time it soon became obvious that a lot of speed and power was going to be needed
to reach my aiming point. I lowered the nose, and added more power. I gave up on the
aiming point and just worked to keep control, even if it meant full power at times. I
had not even reached the wire-launch point when I was almost ready to land and
hoping I was going to get it right this time. The ASI was anywhere between 80 and a
100, despite using a lot of power.  I seemed to be hardly moving over the ground making
the touchdown easy and just closing the throttle made me stop.

Time to think, I was half a mile away from the hangar, with the wind sock was in shreds.
The Pawnee was rocking around worryingly. On the plus side it occurred to me that

taxying very slowly would minimise any lift the wind over the wings might produce but
mainly that landing short meant I would now always be heading into wind all the way
back to the hangar so all should be well.

As I reached the runway, a gust lifted the wing and kept it way up, so all was not well.
As the wheel was off the ground, left brake would not help. Obviously I had full left
aileron on but the wing was still way up, so it somehow seemed natural to do the wrong
thing yet again. This time it was a burst of power and the added speed gave the aileron
some bite and I was able to fly the wing down. Back to the hangar at last! I certainly
learnt about flying from that. What it taught me was how not to fly in gale force winds.
However that bit was wasted because what it mostly taught me was to never try that
again!

David Oliver’s story
refers to a day in 2015
when one of our K13s
was written off.
Squalls can be sudden
though infrequent
visitors to Lasham,
but when they
appear, a pleasant
day can turn violent
for quite a short
period before
returning to normal. I
remember one event
when we had to be
strapped in a K13
while John Carpenter

held on to a wing-tip in
lashing hail. An air-experience flight that had taken off in good conditions had to land
at Alton.

  JMc
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A K13 after it was flipped over when unoccupied in a squall
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After a few years of minor gains, one area of sim flying has recently been gaining
more substantial steps. Specifically the use of virtual reality (VR). I decided to look
into it. To put you in perspective, I am currently pre-Silver, with only the cross country
left to do. The endorsements are all done, though I just got beaten by the weather last
year and work, but I am not making excuses.

I am working on a video of the flight which has been uploaded here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JxklbSSqIRU

Virtual reality works as follows::
Headset - you put a very small TV in front of your face, which has a bunch of sensors
on the front of it.
Tracking cubes - you need to mount two wallet-sized cubes to a wall on diagonal lines.
These allow head tracking in conjunction with the headset.
Hand controllers- Those in the box were not really useful here as I used  a control
column.
All this kit probably sounds a bit silly but the effect is dramatic. The tracking is stunningly
accurate and allows you to look around.

With a good kit, even inside the aircraft looks stunning. Each screw in the cockpit is
modelled individually and has things like independent shadows. They have also
included things like wear on the K21 cockpit release handles. If you want to check how
much fuel is in the tanks in the Cub, you just need to look at the gauges mounted on
the wing spars.

Cost
VR at the moment isn’t particularly cheap. Even a system with devices such as a
Playstation PS4 would still cost around 850 quid, but this is what I ended up with.
� PC - you need something with some grunt, my machine uses a GTX1070, and with

on the other bitswill cost £800 - £1000.
� Headset - There are  main options here: HTC Vive or the Oculus Rift. I went with

the ViVe, which added another £500.
� Stick/Controller - I got a Thrustmaster for around £70.

So, in order to get "airborne", you will need around £1300 - £1600, which obviously
equates to quite a lot of real-world flying.

Benefits
Practice - I can't imagine a world where VR flying will ever be a substitute for real world
flying for other than training. However, if you want to do circuits, approaches and get
used to how height looks out the window, it has potential to supplement real world
training. For example you could jump back into the same point in the flight repeatedly
and fly it until you’re happy. The sim also includes things like ground hazards (in the
form of everything from hangars to other gliders being towed out), to other aircraft
flying / landing.

Downsides
Cost - as above, whatever way you look at it, £1,300 could buy you a some sort of car!
Weight - Some people don’t like the weight (although I didn’t find it that heavy and
soon forgot about it)
Field of view - the field of view produced by the headset is best compared to something
like the view you get out of snorkel goggles - however, after using the HTC for about
10 minutes, I did not notice anymore.
Motion sickness - Some people have reported motion sickness, though it took me
about 3 minutes to get used to it and then did not notice it again.

HTC Vive, sensors and controllers

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JxklbSSqIRU
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7z5p1daU7LQOrk_EP6kILw


Cross-country
I wanted to simulate a cross country flight by launching from Lasham and then
navigating 50km. This had to be done while using a real-world half mil chart, so you
need to pause the sim to take the headset on and off. Things like terrain, towns,
railways and motorways  are well modelled in X-Plane.

The local conditions were then set. I took off from Lasham on the winch (Ed: is that
virtually cheaper than aerotow?!) with a reasonable amount of lift, (although it was
sporadic, which allowed for things like blue holes in the sky that had to be navigated
around), a light wind, and a cloud base of 4,000 feet.

Glider used
X-Plane has some gliders available, and others that can be downloaded. However it
comes with an ASK21 installed, so I used that. It also seemed a good representation
of the Grob 102 single seater. You can get things like an ASG29 but this felt like cheating,
and as this is "prep" for a first cross-country flight, you've got to be pretty good mates
to give a £150,000 ship to a Bronze-grade pilot.

Mods installed
There are a bunch of mods you probably would want to install with titles like "Realistic
Thermal Models" to improve realism. I needed more time to look into this.

The flight
Once this was all setup, I took a look at a chart, picked out a destination, and marked
up a route on the chart to just past Didcot. I looked at any airspace restrictions, and
went through the cross-country briefing sheet . After the launch I climbed to 3500’,
and headed out towards Basingstoke.

At this stage I was really happy with the way the simulation was holding up, and
moreover with my impressive navigation skills without a GPS as far as Basingstoke! I
flew along, keeping a train line on my left as my route had mapped. Why was an airfield
appearing? Why was this road crossing the train line? How come my compass is
pointing easterly rather than northerly? Oh.

As it turns out, I'd found the first train line that, broadly speaking, was where I expected
it to be, and I assumed wrongly that it was the one I wanted.  I returned to Basingstoke,
and  found the right train line (and actually you know, confirmed it with directions this
time) and off we went again.

My confidence in my navigation had taken a bit of a knock at this stage, but I then
carefully picked out landmarks, confirming it against the chart and compass bearings.
As you should navigate anyway.

Eventually, found Reading and the M4, followed it to the A34, then straight northerly,
past Chiltern Park, and there was what I thought was Didcot. Looking on the chart,
identified 3 features (railway, road and a river), then compared it to what I could see
outside the "cockpit". I decided that I was in the right place, paused the sim and pulled
up the chart. Success, Didcot found.

Review
Looking back, it’s worth noting the following:
Vario - While in the ASK 21 I was flying there was an audio vario, it doesn’t have a total
energy probe - you can still soar with it, but it is just not as easy as you might like.
Instruments – These were  in metres and km/h (There must be a way to configure this).
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Field landings - While I was playing around with some ridge soaring, I decided to try a
field landing. You cannot rely on the field dimensions being like the real world and
there was no texture, but you can at least do some of the landing. As it’s not a field
landing simulator, it feels much more "forgiving" than the real thing. Also things like
telegraph poles and hedges (Ed: and farmers!) aren't modelled.
Landing - The air-brakes seem about as effective as they are in real life.
Full rudder control - While my control column had a twist grip rudder, it didn’t allow
for anything like a full sideslip, and when held, it slowly reverted off, however this may
be a setting.

Potential Updates
A more realistic winch-launching method would be nice, with power transmission (and
the ability to simulate launch failures etc). My plan is to look into developing one in
the near future – be nice if you could have steel cable and Dyneema models.

Conclusions
Looking back, this simmed flight for a little over an hour is small potatoes in any sense,
and would not compare to actual flying/cross-country practice. However, the prospect
of going cross-country does now seem less daunting - actual solo navigation practice
was very useful, and I've (hopefully...) learnt from the early error on confirming the
direction. I can also see the benefit from being able to practice everything from circuits
to flying longer distances.

20Virtual reality
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Editor’s thoughts on the article above
This is a useful cautionary tale for early cross-country pilots. You should be able to fly
without GPS, but mistakes such as following the wrong road or railway are all too easy.
If your GPS fails, follow the line on the chart with your compass, don’t chase clouds in
the wrong direction and don’t over-navigate using confusable features. Look at Google
Earth in advance and get a briefing on the big features on the route eg: Aldermaston.

I can see VR being really useful when doing practice circuits because our current
simulator does not give a good sense of where you are, when you are going downwind
alongside of the landing area. For me a virtual XC would take too long… just flying the
virtual glider… if the objective was merely navigation training.                                   JMc

Saturday evening talks
Jane Nash and Mike Philpott deserve great credit for organising yet another winter
season of Saturday evening talks.  At a time when thermals are a distance memory or
a distant hope, these events keep maintain the spirit of the Society.

Saturday talks will usually commence at 6pm and will be held in the Brown Elephant
briefing room at Lasham. Although most of the events are free of charge, it is customary
that a silver collection is made at the end of each talk for the Lasham Trust or other
deserving cause of the speaker’s choosing. Dinner will be available in the restaurant
afterwards. Booking is advisable at thegoldenglider@outlook.com. Or 01256 384910.
The bar is also available to members and visitors at all times.

All events are subject to short notice change, so if you are travelling a long way, please
check first to verify that it is still taking place.

Saturday 2 March –  A talk by Colonel (Retd) Jonathan Welch CBE on a brief history of
the Royal Engineers bomb disposal operations. (The BGA Conference is also this
weekend)

Saturday 9 March – Lasham Gliding Society Annual General Meeting commencing at
4pm. This event will be for LGS members only.

Saturday 16 March – A talk by Roger Beazley on circumnavigating the globe in a Comet
4 aircraft.

Saturday 23 March – A talk on the restoration of Hawker Typhoon RB396 by Matt Bone
from the Hawker Typhoon group.

Saturday 30 March – Clocks spring forward on this night. Our General Manager, Gavin
Spink will give an update on his former life as an Army helicopter pilot.

Saturday 6 April – A talk by Henry Inigo-Jones, Jake Brattle and the Lasham Juniors on
cross-country flying and entering your first competitions.

mailto:thegoldenglider@outlook.com
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Pete Reading was killed on 19 November
2018 when flying a JS-1C at Gariep Dam
south of Bloemfontein on his sixtieth
birthday.

He completed a degree in aeronautical
engineering at Imperial College in 1980 and
became a chartered mechanical engineer in
1984. He was a brilliant engineer and worked
for Air Products on compressed gases. He
was a qualified glider inspector and even
re-attached the tail section of his ASH25 to
the rest of the glider.

Peter joined Imperial College Gliding Club at
Lasham in 1978. Despite having his own glid-
ers later, he continued to help with winter
maintenance on ICGC gliders. He was due to
do the annual inspection on 96 this winter.

Martin Judkins wrote “Pete and I were instructors on the Sunday Evening Course in
1985.  One of the students was Ingrid, who went on the marry Pete, and her friend,
Sue, married Patrick Naegeli  who was also on the course. Pete worked his own way
in his own time to a commercial pilot’s licence in the 1990's. I was working for the
freight company, Channel Express, flying the Fokker 27. I bent a few ears to help get
him a job there as well and I ended up with him as my co-pilot on a number of occasions.
I have happy memories and like most people I find it hard to believe he has gone.”

He worked for FlyBe as a training captain and flew the Dash 8 Q400. He also was a
training captain on the Q400 simulator at Exeter Airport.  Jon May, head of crew
training at FlyBe said that “there are  thousands of passengers around the world today,
safe in the hands of pilots that learnt their skills and knowledge from Peter”. It is a
fantastic legacy that he has left.”

Ingrid and Pete married in 1987 and had two children: Guy and Gemma. Ingrid said “I
always knew what  gliding meant for Peter. It was such a big part of his life. Many an
evening was spent  with friends down at Lasham Airfield , staying over the weekend

in our caravan. We have known so many of our friends down there over three of four
decades. That is what makes it even harder now he has gone.”

Gemma said  “Since my dad’s accident, I have learned so much about him.  I am proud
to hear so many stories from the people that he crossed paths with and touched over
the course of his life. I hope to make him proud as his living legacy”. Guy said “It was
eye-opening to see from the many cards that were sent, how many aspects of society
he contributed to and helped

Bill Bullimore said “Peter was a superb pilot who will be greatly missed. He compressed
120 years of life into his meagre 60. He had great intellectual prowess combined
engineering skills. Lasham, you owe him.”

Colin Jackson said “I worked closely with Peter Reading for many years. He was a  key
member of the airspace team fighting the Farnborough ACP. He was exceptionally
knowledgeable, precise and kind-hearted but he didn’t suffer fools gladly!   I have sadly
lost a very good friend as well as a pilot colleague with 29E. Lasham will never know
just how much time and effort that he put in trying to save the club.”

Pete became chairman of the Society in 2014. He was awarded the honour of life
membership of the Society for the extraordinary amount of work that he devoted to
our airspace battle. His knowledge of how airliners use controlled airspace easily
exceeded the combined efforts of the CAA and NATS.  Tragically the news that Lasham
had been granted leave for a judicial review came only three days after his death. It is
a fitting tribute to his hard work while doing his day job. How he could also work
through the night on the FlyBe simulator was beyond me.

I had flown with him on many occasions and we jointly owned a PIK20D for a while. I
spent two vacations in Austria in the back of his ASH25. He, with me as ballast, almost
made it round 1000km but for a thunderstorm over our last turn point at Niederöblarn.
He could make the big ASH fly with his amazing precision and did several 750km flights
in the UK with minimally qualified P2s.

To a much respected friend, thank you.



Pat Garnett died on 21
January following a short
period of ill-health. As
well as being chairman of
both the Society and the
Surrey Gliding Club, Pat
was instrumental in the
creation of the Society,
the writing of its rules and
the purchase of the
airfield.

Patrick Singleton Garnett was born in London on the 27 March 1933, the eldest of three
children to Richard and Gertrude Garnett.  Richard, as his father before him, was the
Senior Partner in the family firm of solicitors in Holborn, London.

Patrick, his brother Robert and sister Mary, grew up in the village of Limpsfield in
Surrey. Living in the South-east of England and being so close to Biggin Hill, they had
vivid memories of watching aircraft fighting the Battle of Britain in the skies above their
home as well as watching streams of German bombers and V1 doodlebugs flying
towards London during the Blitz.

Pat was able to recall a close encounter when their neighbour’s house was completely
destroyed by a doodlebug but he also had happy childhood memories of he and Robert
and other village children racing to the site of a downed Messerschmitt which had
crashed on Limpsfield Common and being chased away by the village policeman whilst
they were attempting to help themselves to 'souvenirs'.

Pat attended Bootham School in York between 1946-1950. Whilst at school he
developed a love of cycling and hill walking in the Dales and as a young man he spent
many happy days and weeks exploring the hills and mountains of the UK and Europe
by bike and foot.

After school Pat gained his qualifications as a solicitor and joined the family firm, Darley
Cumberland & Co, and following in his father’s and grandfather’s footsteps, he became
a Senior Partner after his own father’s retirement.

Pat completed his National Service in the RAF and became an Air Traffic Controller
based at RAF Hendon and RAF Lyneham. Around 1955, Pat decided to take up gliding.
He booked himself and his brother Robert onto a course at the Bristol Gliding Club,
then at Lulsgate Bottom, now Bristol airport. He achieved his A certificate on 5 August
1955 and his Silver ‘C’ at Lasham on 27 June 1962.

On one of his very early solos he undershot the airfield and landed on a boundary
fence.  Although the glider, a T21, was damaged, he was fine; however when he stepped
out of the wreckage, he was told by his instructor, "there is another glider, go and do
another circuit and this time don’t crash!"

Pat joined the Surrey Club at Lasham in 1956 and had many fond memories of flying
the fantastic Surrey Club fleet of gliders for many years.  It was in these early days that
he used his skills as a solicitor for the benefit of the club and in 1958 he worked on the
formation of the Lasham Gliding Society in order to unify the separate gliding
operations then at Lasham.

Pat met his wife Sarah in 1959.  At the time she was employed as a secretary working
for the British Gliding Association at their head office in London and she had decided
that if she was going to help glider pilots from the office, she had better go to a club
and find out what this gliding lark was all about. She arrived at Lasham, took up gliding
herself, met Pat and they married in 1962.

Pat and Sarah had four children: Anna, Graham, Bridget and Philippa who all started
their lives being taken to the caravan park at Lasham every weekend.  When Pat, having
been given parental duty for the afternoon was asked by Sarah who had been flying,
"where are the children?" to which he airily replied, "Oh, around somewhere", that
Sarah decided to give up gliding herself and concentrate on raising the brood and her
other passion, horses.

In the late 1960’s Pat bought the latest hot ship, a blue and white Slingsby Dart 17
(competition number 477) which he flew for many years before, in the early 70s, buying
Godfrey Harwood’s Slingsby Kestrel 19 (competition number 65) when Godfrey realised
that it was a bit too much for him in his old age!  He flew the Kestrel for many years
until it was written off in a mid-air collision during the Lasham Regionals in August 1979
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when it was being flown by his syndicate partner.  Both pilots bailed out successfully
but that was the end of Number 65 much to Pat's anguish; he loved that glider!

Pat replaced the Kestrel with an Open Jantar (number 70) and then finally owning
shares in two DG’s, a classic 200 and a 17m DG 202 which he flew until retiring from
gliding at the age of 72, prompted by a concern about his eyesight. Pat had a Gold
badge with two diamonds, but the elusive 500km never happened!

With Wally Kahn and Mike Gee amongst others, Pat was a key player on Lasham’s team
that worked tirelessly on lease negotiations with the Ministry of Defence, who owned
the airfield.  Finally, after many years, in 1999 they successfully completed the purchase
of the airfield from the MoD and in so doing, they secured the Society’s future at
Lasham.

Patrick Naegeli wrote: “Our lease over part of Lasham Airfield helpfully included a
clause that gave the Society the right to make a first offer to buy the entire airfield
should the MoD decide it was surplus to requirements. Once the MOD came to that
conclusion the real work started and the Society had to agree a deal acceptable to the
government in order to avoid the airfield being offered to the open market.”

“Pat devoted years of his time to the detailed work. He helped craft our negotiating
position, the terms of our offer, and dealt successfully with a myriad of legal minutiae
each of which  could have scuppered our position.”

“He attended the almost endless series of meetings with the MoD and its advisors,
bringing a unique combination of creativity and pragmatism to a transaction that
stretched even the MoD’s experience of such things. He was persuasive - never
aggressive; compelling - never arrogant; collaborative - never self-concerned. He
ultimately won the MoD over rather than try to beat them into submission. He was
great company even when work was at its most intense. I learnt a great deal from Pat,
not only about business but about working with people. Pat’s role was rightly
recognised in his award of Life Membership by the Society in 2001 in recognition of
his many years of volunteer work both in a legal capacity and on many committees
including a stint as Chairman.”

Pat remained active at Lasham working voluntarily, even after giving up flying.  He gave
legal advice to successive managers and chairmen, re-writing the society’s rules, (which
he first wrote many years earlier), helping the Gliding Heritage Centre with the lease
of their land on the airfield, dealing with the Society’s various tenants and many other
projects.  He remained a regular visitor to the airfield staying in his beloved caravan
and entertaining his friends there.

Pat was a keen gardener and kept a beautiful garden both at his home 'Haneys' in
Surrey and regularly keeping the beds, bushes and trees around the clubhouse at
Lasham neat and tidy. He loved travelling every winter, especially to the Far East and
Australia where he would meet with and stay with his brother, Robert, who had
emigrated there in 1976.

Patrick died on 21 January 2019 in hospital in Guildford with his family by his side.

Lasham Regionals
The 2019 Lasham Regionals will take place from 3 - 11 August to run concurrently with
the 15metre, Standard and Open Class Nationals. If you are a cross-country pilot, no
matter what your level of experience, the Lasham Regionals is a fantastic way to
develop your skills and to enjoy some great cross-country flying. There will be a
thorough task briefing every morning with help and support on hand to answer any
questions, and an efficient launch operation with plenty of tugs.

There will be 40 places available in the Regionals in two classes. These places will
initially be open to Lasham members only on a first come first served basis until 31
March, when the entry list will be opened up to members of other clubs.  If the comp
is oversubscribed, we will operate a waiting list.  We expect this to be a popular
regionals so, to guarantee your place, please be ready to enter early. The entry fee is
£185, with a £50 deposit to secure your place payable by 31st March 2019.

The usual Lasham team will be running the competition with Henry Freeborn as
Director.    Please be aware that the use of Flarm will be mandated for this competition.
The  Regionals classes will be launched after the Nationals classes each day.
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24With Norbert to Mount Cook

The regular advert in S&G promoting the delights of
Omarama in New Zealand’s South Island as a gliding
Mecca started giving me an itch soon after my wife and
I booked for a Kiwi holiday this Christmas.  I investigated
further. It turned out a 2.5 hour ‘experience flight’ was
priced at an eye-watering NZ$795 (£400 at the time).
After a lot of spurious self-justification, and a random
divvie from Mr Ernie, I took a crowbar to my wallet and
signed up. I’m glad I did – it’s a very special experience.

On arrival at the airfield I was assigned to Norbert Scarlat
as P1 in club Duo Discus ‘DD’. Norbert is from Romania.
Norbert competes in the Worlds. Norbert had just
finished second in the NZ nationals. Norbert knows what

he’s doing. His prognosis for the flight was discouraging – soggy maritime air was
flooding in from the south and shutting down thermal activity. “Let’s see what we do
– if air drier at altitude, maybe we get away”.

An aerotow to the west up to 6,000 ft got us to a range of low rounded hills with the
north-south ridges heading to Mount Cook stretching away beyond the right wing.
“Usually booming here!” says Norbert. “Just sinky sink today”. We pressed on exploring
his favourite hot spots, some working, many not. With infinite care and great skill

catching every scrap of lift on
offer, he edged up to 7,000 ft
and set course NNE to ride a
dramatic cliff of dark
forbidding crags cradling
brilliant blue cwm lakes.

We made good progress over
the ground, but added little
height. Mount Cook was just
discernible in the far distance,
but at 12,500 ft it was
seemingly beyond reach. The
ridge conveniently dropped

away a shade at its northern end and at 7,500 ft we scooted across to the next valley
and its west facing ridge. Over the middle of the valley all the turbulence suddenly
stopped and the vario pinged up. After some exploratory turns Norbert announces we
are in a hydraulic jump wave. (Ed: See Jean-Marie Clément’s book ‘Dancing with the
Wind’) I don’t recall this being in the Bronze syllabus, but what the hell, we are on our
way up to the viewing deck.

Twenty minutes later we headed north at 12,400 ft both sporting plastic nostrils.
Norbert declared that Mount Cook is on. The famous mountain was now clearly in view,
poking its icy razor edge well above the surrounding peaks. Another 30 minutes, and
with both coasts now in view, ‘DD’ zinged along the west face at 100 knots.

The roll-over cloud that
triggered the hydraulic
wave was way below. Up
here in the blue, we
enjoyed crystal visibility
360°, swooping and
turning, gazing and
marvelling. As my first ever
mountain flight, this was
something to savour.

We turned south via
another jagged ridge
conveniently aligned with
Omarama at its far end. I
could sense the smile on Norbert’s face – ‘We go fast and close now. Straps tight
please.’ Old hands who know about this, just think back to the first time you did it. For
a rookie, flashing by vertical cliffs at 120 knots with the ship in jack-hammer mode, the
experience is forever nailed in the memory. Three hours and nearly 300km after setting
out, DD rolled to a stop on the grass strip.

If you ever get the chance, close your eyes as you write the cheque, but do it!

“Mount Cook is on”

Buzzing the west face

Robin Sutton



25Winter Wednesdays

The Wednesday day group is the only group at Lasham to have a title – “Winter
Wednesdays.” In fact, that’s a bit misleading. We started as a winter operation, but
the group now operates throughout the year. During the summer we’re sometimes
called Warmer Wednesdays but English weather makes the title a bit unlikely, so we
generally stick to Winter Wednesdays.

We’re often asked about the group, how it works, what do we offer, how do you join,
etc? To help explain what we’re about, here’s some background. The Group was the
originator of on-line booking, where students can register their training requirements
on-line several days ahead. This is now used extensively at Lasham.

We’ve developed it a bit further. We link up students when they start to one of our
instructors, who will then conduct the rest of their training, thus offering a continuous
training programme from first flights to Bronze rating.

To ensure we look after these students properly, we open on-line training slots and
attach the students name at the same time, thereby ensuring  their training place for
that day. And it works. Almost all our people who started two or three years ago are
now Bronze rated or higher.

What about others who want to fly on the group but find no training slots available on
the day?  This is down to how many instructors are available on the day and how many
gliders are allocated to the group for that day.  During the summer, priority is given to
the courses, so at peak times we may only have 2 or 3 gliders available. During the
winter we can often have access to the whole fleet.

What else? Well, we publish a weather forecast the day before and a newsletter the
day after, which comments on the activities of the day, highlighting any meritorious
conduct and embarrassing anyone who does anything daft like landing out on a
different planet.

We have a breakfast club that meets an hour before flying, and if the weather precludes
flying, we will usually move to the TV room for a discussion or a lecture.  We’re not a
formal group, as such, anyone can join and there’s no membership fee apart from
remembering to bring your wallet to the bar after flying.  Perhaps most of all, we have
a lot of fun as a group and some good friendships have been made.  It’s open to all. If
Wednesday works for you and you’re looking to progress your gliding, come along and
say hello, you’ll be made very welcome.

Thanks to Gerry Cook for the images and to Bomber Benham for his kind permission to
publish his failed parachute jump.Some recent Winter Wednesdays exploits…
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Editorial
The Annual General Meeting of Lasham Gliding Society will be on 9 March at 4pm. It
will mainly contain the:
� Chairman’s report,
� Presentation and approval of the accounts,
� Update on the progress with our challenge to Farnborough’s airspace proposal
� Election of a new Chairman and a new committee member
� Election of two new arbitrators
� Prize giving
� An opportunity to ask questions

The audience is usually about one third of the membership, which raises the question
why don’t the other two-thirds attend?  You may have often wondered “Why don’t
they do something or other?” or “Who is on earth was responsible for that!?”  Come
along and you may find your answers, as well as learning about the society and helping
to take important decisions about its future.                                                              JMc

Picture quiz - Answers
1. At Southdown Aero Services Site Wartime MT building
2. Northside by Linear Hangars wartime Generator Building.
3. Northside by Linear Hangars Wartime Pyrotechnics Building
4. Airfield Boundary Marker stone all around airfield (Air Ministry markings).
5. Disused Pan north of The Avenue by Linear Hangars
6. Northside Caravan site by the Avenue wartime store building.
7. Side entrance to Flops Building Northside Caravan Park wartime then  Surrey and
Hants bunk room.
8. Main Bomb Dump Loading platform in woods west side of 2XL.
9. Main Bomb Dump Platform showing tethering rings in brick platform used whilst
unloading high explosive.
10. Concrete Gun Emplacement westside of 2 XL.
11. LM20 Building main electricity feed to the airfield near Black Hangar Studios
12. LM7 Building toilet block southside by Rourkes Drift.
13. This is a red herring… built by Richard Moyse only a few years ago! It is a new
electrical substation for the new camping site by Black Hangar studios.
14. In Southdown Aero Services northside wartime store building.
15. New Lorry Container on old  wartime concrete roads southside by Black Hangar.

16. Northside in woods by Southdown adjacent to the Avenue wartime storeroom.
17. Similar building in woods northside adjacent to the Avenue near main entrance.
18. Northside caravan site Steel Door storeroom. Wartime use as aviation fuel
pumping station.

The winner of the competition was Glyn Bradney. Runner up was Chris Marren.
Prize is a Free launch in a T21 of which he is a syndicate owner!!                       GP



28As well as Farnborough, now Southampton

In addition to the proposed change to the airspace around
Farnborough, there is a long list of other planned changes to
the airspace in the UK which will affect both general aviation
and people on the ground.

On 5 February, Southampton Airport stated on the CAA’s
website.

(https://airspacechange.caa.co.uk/PublicProposalArea?pID=
115) that it was submitting an airspace change proposal (ACP)
to expand its airspace. At an assessment meeting held at the
Hilton Hotel, Gatwick Airport on 22 January 2019,
Southampton stated that new routes would overfly some new
communities, not currently regularly overflown. It also stated
that there is work ongoing as part of the airport’s master plan
to consult with local communities including parish councils.
The area concerned is shown below in the diagram issued by
the airport. The proposed change to Southampton’s airspace
is one of fifteen ACPs under a plan (entitled the Future
Airspace Strategy Implementation South: FASI South) that are
expected for consultation in the near future. Some of these
will affect airspace below 7000ft.

We recognise that there is a need to reduce delay and to save
fuel. However, it is important that any new controlled areas
are designed to be safe for all users of British airspace and to
use this valuable national resource as efficiently as possible.
At present there is a risk that an uncoordinated patchwork of
airspace will be left for general aviation with numerous
pinch-points that will increase the risk of collisions. People
living in previously quiet areas of the country may also be in
for surprises.

As previously reported Lasham Gliding Society has been granted leave for a judicial review.  The hearing has now been scheduled in the High Court for 5 June 2019.

So far we have raised over £68,000 from 330 donors throughout general aviation.

https://airspacechange.caa.co.uk/PublicProposalArea?pID=115
https://airspacechange.caa.co.uk/PublicProposalArea?pID=115


29774, our new K21B

The announcement of the new B variant of the K21 came almost at exactly the same
time that Lasham was looking to order its third new K21 in three years. We now have
five K21s and so we can move away away from our venerable K13s to a more modern
and representative fleet.

When we went to collect our new glider, it was clear that the ASK21B is already
extremely popular. There was one visible in every single part of the production process.
The quality of the craftsmanship shown by the workers at every stage was second to
none and there’s a sense of pride that the ASK21 has one of the longest potential
service lives of any trainer on the market. This is a crucial selling point and a testament
to Rudolf Kaiser’s hugely successful design.

From the outside there are only minor differences from the previous model: the  larger
main-wheel provides a better ride on rough ground and the better seal on the
main-wheel to prevent ingress of dirt that often spells trouble during the winter. The
K21 now has automatic control connections on the wings, providing an extra level of
safety in the design. As a result there is no inspection hatch on the back and no more
tiny L'Hotelliers to deal with. The tail continues to have the modern connection seen
in recent years, to prevent mis-rigging.

Both cockpits have completely new seat pans including
seat-backs for differing heights of pilot. The panel in the
rear is now much taller instead of being wide, providing
much better visibility and also means that a headrest is
more practical for the front pilot. This new layout gives
more space for tall pilots with much better knee room.
Grab handles have also been added to ensure easier
entry/exit and to help with moving the aircraft on the
ground. The rear canopy also opens wider allowing more
headroom when getting into and out of the aircraft.

In the front cockpit, the re-design has also allowed for
more space for the front pilot, especially with knee room.
A simpler jettison lever has been fitted for the unlikely
event of having to abandon the aircraft. Ballast weights
are now much easier to fit in the front and are more secure.

After a few weeks of paperwork shuffling, we were able to take it flying. We found
little had changed in its flying characteristics, except that the ASK21B has more aileron
authority thanks to slightly bigger deflections. Aileron rolls can now be completed more
easily. The new Pitot tube is more reliable for inverted flight and removes the need for
an extension tube.

I am a lightweight pilot, and so the glider was still happy to spin briefly with me flying
solo, however it was very resistant to this and required quite a dynamic entry, so the
K21 is still a very safe training glider.  Schleicher provide an option to add a fin ballast
box similar to a DG1001 for clubs that want to use K21s as spin trainers.

Overall, despite the original design of the ASK21 dating back from the late 1970s,
Schleicher‘s changes mean that the new B variant will continue to be a safe and reliable
trainer providing the best introduction to our sport for many years to come.



30Grimshaw advisory
How to get your five hours

Cutting the airfield umbilical is always a nail-bitey moment but before you set off
across country the usual thing is your final local solo flying test… the arduous five hours!
It’s our longest duration requirement and you’ll find that almost everyone has the
same two kinds of problem with it.  Either 1) You’re back on the ground in ten minutes
or 2) You slowly fight a losing battle and come down just a few minutes short!

You storm furiously into the clubhouse but no-one wants to know. Apparently missing
by a few minutes is normal! But why should it be normal? Surely it’s against the laws
of averages? Remember standard distribution curves and all that?

On my first five hour attempt it happened to me too. The very last thermal of the day
was letting me down in the usual way but all I had to do was lose slowly  enough from
2,300 ft. I drifted past the airfield  downwind over a forest. 1100 feet… 1000… 900…
FOR GOD’S SAKE ALL I NEED IS FOUR MINUTES AND THIRTY SECONDS!  But then… as
so often happens… a mysterious ‘nudge’… maybe from God. This one took the form
of words from some long-forgotten Instructor: “In any marginal situation” a nameless
voice said “try to imagine how the accident report is going to read…” I was furious!

I could discuss practical aspects of course… and they might help… timing for instance.
Do you really want to finish your struggle at 7pm? Or thermalling… do you know your
locality’s hotspots? Why not plan a mini cross-countryette taking them all in? But this
doesn’t really get to the heart of the problem.

Club mates and instructors will be full of advice but watch out for the water hazard.
People have this new-fangled idea that if you don’t drink half a gallon every ten minutes
you’ll be dropping out of the sky from dehydration! But dehydration never happened
in my day.  These days people are scared to walk down the street without a bottle of
water costing ninety times their water company rate… a marketing triumph! And of
course if you are going to glug like that in the air then guess what else you’re going to
need to allow for… and they’ll have a quiet word with you about that too! It can get
expensive… awkward and embarrassing.

If you are going to plumb yourself in to your glider make sure that you know which
tubes are ‘inputs’ and which ones are ‘outputs’. Try not to get them the wrong way
round. Personally all I ever needed was half a small bottle of tap water in case my

mouth got a bit dry… it’s only five hours sitting still! But don’t say that out loud or
people will think you’re crazy.  Someone will get terribly concerned… they’ll ring
NHS111 and you’ll never hear the end of it.

Incidentally a great story is told of a chap desperate for unplanned aerial relief.  I
mentioned it before but it’s worth telling twice! He was so close to his five hours he
peed into his shoe to save the day.  This lateral thinking worked surprisingly well… but
there was a problem:  A large shoe full of wee wont go through a DV panel!  So this
chap had to carefully hold the shoe in his left hand whilst flying with his right. All
continued surprisingly well until, with five hours well and truly in the bag, (I’d like to
know how he checked his watch!) He decided to start the approach. Suddenly a second
major snag appeared… airbrakes!

How do you operate airbrakes whilst holding a shoe full of wee? One minute before
landing he did the only thing possible. Placing the shoe carefully on the cockpit floor
he pulled the brakes and flew his crosswind and final turns very accurately indeed! It
really looked as though he was going to get away with it… until at the very last moment

What’s really going on aloft… unsuspected by most…



problem number three loomed dead ahead in the form of a medium-sized molehill….
BOOOF! They say he was ages cleaning out that aircraft. His friends wouldn’t help. In
fact no-one would go anywhere near him… you can pay a high price for your five hours!

Gliding is full of hilarious tales like this but it still won’t tackle the root cause of your
problem. You see there is a reason why most five hour attempts defy statistical odds.
And why they’ll infuriate or embarrass you given half a chance. Now you aren’t going
to like this but you can rely on Old Grimshaw to fearlessly tell you the truth… however
outrageous it might seem… Sky gremlins… nasty little things… see previous page.

You think the world consists
only of impersonal science as
per Dawkins… mere
evolution and school text
books… but you’d be quite
wrong.  High in the air
strange invisible creatures
are flitting to and fro. The
nice ones make the world go
round. The other ones are a
pain in the botty and their
job is basically to screw
things up. In an ostensibly
ordered world no other
explanation makes sense.
Truth is often improbable.

So the Grimshaw Secret is
this: Your five hour aerial
battle will be won or lost

before you’ve even launched! Because if you even look as though you’re about to
embark on some duration epic the sky gremlins will be on to it in a flash. Do you think
they don’t know about glider pilots? Word will get round the middle atmosphere and
by half past three… somewhere upwind… nasty invisible creatures will start shovelling
alto-stratus in your general direction.

For back-up a second lot higher up will be thickening up cirro-stratus… anything to shut
off the thermals! Even if the cumulus is going up like a rocket by the time you get past
four hours special teams of cumulus gremlins will have pulled it all out sideways to
create unexpected spread-out. In fact this type of cloud is so significant and common
that meteorologists give it a special category: ‘Strato-cumulus-cumulo-genitus’… a
unique type 4 in their main cloud group (although it’s still ordinary type 5 stratocu in
the ‘8’ groups).  I used to work in the Met. Office you know… I had to code and de-code
this stuff.  You can’t fool me about what’s really going on! (See previous page again)

So how can you defeat forces plotting against you from an unknown dimension? The
Grimshaw way is disguise… subterfuge… mind control!

Do not mention to anyone that you are going to try for your five hours… or you’ll be
back on the ground in ten minutes flat. So keep shtum. Showing a bit of protruding
plumbing is also asking for trouble. The way to ensure success is to appear nonchalant…
disinterested…. purposeless. Make it look as though you’re just out for a stroll and
thought you might drop by the launch point. Look dead casual… which is a gliding
requirement anyway (why do you think gliding sites end up looking the way they do).

Take a claim form but keep it covered up. Quietly write down the name of your tug
pilot or winch time and hide that with the claim form. Hide your sandwiches. Also
tissues and un-punctured polythene bags. Or make it look as though you’re just
picnicking by a spare aircraft. Then you can even say out loud: “Hey-ho… might as well
take the old girl for a bit of a spin… seeing as I’m here…” Absent-mindedly check your
watch.   Get the idea?

In the air fly the same way. Don’t ever think ‘five hours’… simply stooge about until
you’ve done one hour… just like your early post-solo card. Then stooge about some
more until you’ve done two…. like another Bronze qualifier. Don’t ever think about
your true mission until you’re well past three hours. Then maybe steal a quick glance
upwind to see if you’ve fooled the gremlins so far.

Of course this is all mind-numbingly boring because you’re not actually going anywhere!
My natural inclination would be to take some reading material but this cannot be
properly recommended. So set up your four-point route around your four local hot
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spots (never let the number ‘five’ pass through your mind) and if you get bored (you
will) try going round them the other way.

Practise reading the sky and then reading the ground. Try to match the two up! Look
for  G Dale’s ‘cold triggers’ (Ed: what?) and so on. You might not find any of course but
it’s good to sound knowledgeable and it passes the time. Find things to look at. Tiny
working tractors become items of on-going interest But if you can see the man on it
conisder landing straight away!

If you start to glaze-over remember: you’re flying several hours near a busy airfield.
Think: Where do collisions tend to happen?  That usually wakes me up! And people
trying to edge me out of my own thermal… that definitely wakes me up! OI… GO FIND
YOUR OWN THERMAL… THIS ONE’S MINE!! A good yell can be therapeutic… but yell
softly. Do not disturb the air… entities are listening… (Ed: Don’t hug the airfield, fly a
mile or so away. There will be enough height to get back to gliders who are marking
the local thermals if necessary)

After four hours thirty, tension really starts to mount. It’s very hard to stay nonchalant
now. As the day starts to wilt you notice you’re flying incredibly efficiently… nudging
the glider gently the way it doesn’t quite want to go… sniffing out tiny nuances of lift
under sagging cumulus lines… keeping bank angles shallow. But if you’ve followed my
advice you’ll get this feeling that this time… you just might win!

By now, of course, the sky gremlins will be going bananas. They’ll be up-wind frantically
bewailing their lack of attention to detail… furiously raising dew-points and trying to
pull stratus out of the cumulus but this time you’ve got the blighters on the run! Even
if they do manage to kill your reliable line of cumulus, try circling where the lift was…
and you might find it’s still there even though the cloud itself has been mysteriously
spirited away. That’s how I won in the end!

When you land you’ll need an Official Observer… an ‘OO’… to check your log chip and
sign your form. But don’t ask me about that. It’s hard enough finding out who the
instructors are… never mind the ‘OO’s! All you can do is ask around. Just don’t expect
the guy who saw you take-off to still be there when you land… I know it’s a worry. But
this is gliding. Even if you con the spirits of the sky, some things on the ground are still
a complete mystery!

Yes I know… Strange But True!  Well… truer than you probably realise…

Ed: Eben-Ezer is the name of a stone raised by Samuel to commemorate a victory over the
Philistines at Mizpeh (1 Book of Samuel 7:12). I am pleased to read that Mr Grimshaw is
still keeping the Philistines at bay. (Other Ed: by contrast ‘Grimshaw is just a shaw that’s
a bit ‘northern’)
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(all lists are alphabetical. Some posts are part-time)

Committee of Management
Mike Clarke (Chairman) (retiring 9 Mar)
Chris Marren (retiring 9 Mar)
John McCullagh (Hon Treasurer)
Mike Philpott
Gary Pullen (Vice-chairman)
Julian Richardson

General Manager
Gavin Spink

Flying staff
Colin Watt (Chief Flying Instructor)
Jordan Bridge (DCFI)

Office staff
Joan Carey (Finance manager)
Sue Cook
Sharon Farr
Angela McVie
Sharon White

Workshop
John Brooke (Part time)
Stuart Clay (Licensed Engineer)
Richard Moyse (Aircraft Workshop Manager)
Gayl Wheelwright (Aircraft Maintenance Manager)

Cleaners
Keith & Barbara Chiverton

Facilities and winch
John Allton  (Facilities Manager)
Emma Brailsford (Winch driver)
Mateusz “Matt” Gocek (Part-time winch driver and
workshop fitter)
Paul Haliday (Winch driver)
Ed Jones (Occasional winch driver)
Michael Nash (Assistant groundsman)
Paul Osborne (Groundsman)
Gary Pullen (Part-time facilities)
Josh Smith (Part time facilities)
Scott Thompson (Winch Master)

Restaurant and bar franchisees
Golden Glider Ltd (Alice, Fi and Nick Christides)
01256 384 910

Other roles
John Barton (Youth Scheme)
Dave Hopgood (Tugmaster)
Colin Jackson (Airspace)
Jane Nash (Safety Officer)
Colin Watt (Child Protection Officer)

Sub-committee chairmen
Caravan - Bill Bullimore
Catering - Maureen Pullen
Competitions - Christine Bullimore
Flying - Colin Watt
Single-seaters - Rick Bastin

Volunteers
Throughout the Society there are many other
volunteers and occasional employees. These are
too numerous to mention but they always have
our thanks.

Lasham Trust & Lasham Charitable Trust
Donations to make Lasham even better. The
trustees are: Graham Garnett, Nigel Mallender,
and the Society’s chairman.

Airspace campaign fund
Click here

Lasham Gliding Society Ltd
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  Lasham Gliding Society,
  Lasham Airfield,
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  Hants
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Lasham Gliding Society Ltd is registered under the
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